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Dear Dick:

The frequently large gatherings at Ueno’s impressive
and modern concert hall are a mixed lot- elders and infants,
students in the ubiquitous blue uniform, and sophisticates
in evening dress --but they are all astonishingly attentive
and appreciative of the music they hear. Unless a concert
features a foreign luminary, however, few Western faces are to
be seen. This season, there have been many guest artists
including the Juilliard String Quartet, flutist Jean-Pierre
Rampal, and the Warsaw Philharmonic; but the staple musical
fare is provided by Tokyo’s four major resident orchestras
which are composed of almost one hundred percent native
perso.nnel. One Qf the exceptions has been the mainstay of
the Japan Philharmonic for the past six years, concertmaster
Louis Graeler, who played for many years under Toscanini.
All the remaining positions in conductor Akeo W:atanabe’s
organization are usually .ccupied by Japanese musicians,
bt this. year there has been a slight departure from the
norm,, and the following remarks will try to reveal its
human and musical import as well as the urgency with which
it ought to be pursued.

This season, two members of the Boston Symphony
chestTa, cellist Richard Kapuscinski and violist Robert
Karol have been performing, rehearsing, dining, golfing
teaching, and enjoying contact with members of the Japan
Philharmonic while two members of the Japanese orchestra
Soichi Katsuda cellist, and Konosuke 0no viollst are
onrently in Boston for a comparable stay. Karol and
Kap=s’cinski are family men with wo and three children
respectively, but their Japanese counterparts are, at least
t-emperarily bachelors Onos wife expecting their first

hil was unable to accompany her husband, but both
American families are in Japan.. Reports from, both sides
@f the Pacific, onfirm that the exchangees have been made
welome and upon their separat arrivals here the twQ

Americans were greeted at the airport by larg delegations.



e idea for such an exchange was concelved by @he
Boston Symphony Orchestrates second-assistant concertma.ster
George Zaz.ofsky, about three years ago, and apparently
emerged as a practical alernative to the academi abbaIcal
vi obtained clearance from the player a memen@
ef the ston 0rchestra Zazofsky approached the 5a.e
Deparmen where he received a surprisingly god reuep@i
After the inevitable search for a proper category within
which he exchange miht he underwri$en failed he
initiative was passed o a private foundaion the
Rockefeller III which has a history of Asian’ inves@men%,.
The prepare centered on Jap by re of the par@ieular
teres% of ene Sa%e Department. ffieial- wa subsequently
dissed with he Rockefeller peple in a "premlsi"
amsphere

It was decided to limit the ex-hange, for he, presen%,
%0 @he tti s.tring players (those other than the prlncipal
players wihin each section) because possible
diurepuies could be absorbed more easi in the sd f
he larger stri setions Of the thirsty B%on Sphny
men in %he approved category,s, twenty-fie we interes:te
in going to Jap The few who were no had
reasons In Japan, as Graeler lained eeryone, would
hae luneered, s a deliberate sele.ion s made
orchestras musical direc@ors.. T.here’ was elearly: strong
and widespread respse %o %he plan n the par@

The f0undationtS deision was negative.., They d
already ommitted muh of t.helr yearl,, fds and were, in
addi%ion, unwilling o support a projet o which the BOs%on
Sph@ny itself d no% offered substantial aid
a lea, everyone’S posit-in was; comprehensible: the
Deparen supported the idea bu% had no category
which to chapel he principle of helping those who help
hemselves (a confli. beWee tWO of the possible foudation
roles: initiating what is no and facilitatin wha is)
the Boston managemen-t probab,ly fei% tha% the proam did
%angibly assist In their ask el" sustainig a ea@
In a perilus field In addltion they had s% reei

were oblged to add .,0@@,OGG. and his demand-was
heir

As conree hopes for underwriting
prspe became less appeali
%he bleak realitles were finall
:erluans s.ill felt: i% wa mpor%an%
=onslderai
been warned abou he





R4ehard KapuSctskt onerrin vith g.emt partner



relief. The State Department’s offer, despite its professed
bias for family participation, amounted, in the end, to one
round trip ticket and l0 pounds air freight per musician.

For the single Japanese, the State Department’s travel
payment, their Japanese salary, and a ten dollar per diem

supplement paid by the Philharmonic made their move financially

feasible. There were, however considerable psychological
pressures. Their stake, as well as. the Philharmonic’ s,
is much higher than that of the Americans, and this fact was
tellingly expressed in a recent interview I had with some of
the Japanese orchestra members As a group, they were frank
in evaluating their problems and shortcomings, and direct in
expressing confidence in their own potential Several repeated
slogans concerning Japan"s excellence in imitation, but they

plainly did not see this as a virtue, especially where music
was concerned.

As bassist Makoto Ueda said, no Japanese orchestra can
ever attain the highest rank until it has generated and
realized its own concept of orchestral sound. Goals, however,
can hardly be formulated in the absence of suitable examples.
The first flutist, Soichi Minegishi, commented that the
Japanese musician is caught in a dilemma by, on the one hand
his sense of urgency to learn, and, on the oter, only brief
and occasional contacts with foreign standards in operation.
Too often, he feels, everything foreign is accepted simply
because comparison is not possible Judgment can only be
exercised in the presence of alternatives. Conductor Watanabe
is excellent,, and enjoys the confidence and respect of his
players, but his efforts alone could never result in the
highest caliber of orchestral playing. A symphonic organization
is a bewildering c,mplex of psychological,. musical, and social
relationships, which an outsider can onl roughl apprehend,
but its quality rests finally on the musical capacities of its
individual members

The Japanese could not stress enough the impertance
daily contact with American professionals. There, they can
@bserve for themselves, over a wide range of situations, what
the visitors do and how they sound, and an ak as well,
particular questions about technique and interpre.tation.
th Karl and Kapuscinski have a large number of students
including colleagues, members of other orhestras- and young
hopefuls from Toky"s c@nservat’ories. As a fUrther indication
of its awareness, the Japan Philharmonic’ s managemen@ pays
half ef its members" lesson fees.

There is also- more subtlet no less honestly admitted
the matter of the "inferiority complex"* (sometimes graciousl
termed modesty). The American artist hang rouched o lng
in European style shadows,, should nnderstand very easil, a
this eetation appears to born out in the vi@r @



the Bston Symphony visitors. Having the chance to confront
s...yn.pathetic foreigners as individuals, and not just as skilled
practitioners is an important structural experience for the
Japanese slciano In this connection, it should be mentioned
that concertmaster Oraeler has been teachin here himself for
many years and has had an impact not only on his orchestra’s
musical skills but upon their attitudes as my discussion with
them revealed.

There is no question but that the two Boston Synphony
members are liked as well as admired and from this standpoint
it is fortunate that such strongly motivated men initiated the
proram.. Though there was pressure from the violists for ICaro.l
to ocoupy first position in their section he chose to remain
at econd stand where his Japanese counterpart usually sits.
Surroded he is accessible. Kapuscinski is sitting in
Katsudas first chair cellist’s position s and his section mates
also ask frequent questions about fingering or bowing patterns.
The members of the viola’ and cello sections have in fact
taken to rotating seats so that each has an opportunity to
play with the gues. Conductor Watanabe Was pleased by Karol’s
attide with regard o seating and realizes, of course, that
his orchestra will ultimately profit mre from his players who
si% erica and by the visitors teaching than from the
temp:rary improvement in sound achieved by the addition of
of first-rank American players.

The particular accident of a Japanese-American exchange
could hardly have been more fortuitous. The lanage barrier
is no,t serious due perhaps to the United Staes occupation
an. in any case waanabe speaks flush@ English. Culturally
@hins are also better than might be expected. As oboist
Selz Sazi pointed out. Frenh German and Italian musicians
fnd eica%ion and cooperation on musical questions
fiul% beCause of their long and particular national
historles The American however grows up in the midst of a
ompod o national influence and represents because of
%hls a% once the most unencumbered and catholic example. He
ha also as mentioned above a unique empathy with the emerinc
musical identlty It is amusing or unsettling ---dependin upon
neS viewpoint to contemplate the musical linuistic and
p3rchologial difficulties’ that would surely arise if exchanges
been Western opean and American orchestras were ever
aemp,ed (since attitudes and concepts of proper performance
styles espeCially among wind players. are so strongly
=haraerze in ropean countries)i. Programs with some of the
Cmmnlst ories (Russia and Poland for eample)
r strial and musical reasons, easier and more profitable
an %he. Sate Department s reportedly nterested in this sort
epann in the ln term..

has been suggested,: the benefits: which Americans can
derive fre echange are far les.s tangible than those for the
Ipanese They are n fae.t: almost entirely personal. Karol



and Kapuscinski are both well aware of the potential of their
situation and have taken its demands seriously. It is only fair
to point out that this admirable state of affairs came about
rather indirectly, and that future exchangees would have to
be carefully screened and evaluated. (By whom?)

As individuals, the guests have been surprised and pleased
by the degree of warmth and unity existing between the members
of their host orchestra (and this quality is a striking and
revealing aspect of Japanese society in general) and find the,

association enjoyable. Their families have suffered the
inconvenience of life in communities which are not geared to
their requirements, but have also had the benefits of sustained
immersion in a foreign environment. The Japanese communitle@
in which they live have also profited. Mrs. /apuscinsk has
spent part of her time rewardingly, holding conversational
English classes for orchestra members and neighbors’ while
Mrs. Karol has helped to marshal aid for physically handicapped
Japanese. During the coming decades, such cross-cultural
gestures could become increasingly determinative--particular!y
in Asia and Africa. It is ironic that new outlooks and
methodologies are increasing the means for interpersonal and
inter-cultural relationships even as they intensify the
effects of economic imbalance and sponsor a numbing plethora
of detail.

The musician in America is, of course, not without is
own troubles among which are money and personal digni@y The
men in residence here are unquestionably deriving broad personal
satisfaction fom their position. Their skills and
have and will continue to prdu.e tangible and intangible
results. They have been welcomed as colleagues and resp(R)ced
as teachers (in the largest and best sense)!. Sring player
Mutsi Iwama eplained, for ex.ample that she hd wanted
year to go to America for study bt had been abl(R) to for
financial reasons. Nw she has! the-double priege of
and co,peratie activity and is. bviously gratefUl. Few
remain indifferent o this sort of satis,factiono and % is a
hear%enin-g pimture indeed: exuept or one farceur whi may
force: the program ease abruptly after a flrs year which
is a thoroughgoing sucess.

As noted above, Kapusinski and Karol entered; the program,
w@h is nominally nder the auspices o.f the S’ate Deparmmn+

icke: As ppens nothln definite has yet om:e
ther at%pts % raise upport
$2Q00 made up e donations rom individual truse
interested persons) though Zaofskys
ton Orchesra s extended to eau
a ery considerable o% of
upplement their salaries..
renti and only rudimentarily



Karol demonstrates during a break



(whlch, incidentally has an extremely high cost of even semi-
Western livin)| sending children to private schools (because
they are not Japanese taxpayers, their children cannot attend
puhllc schooIs)| and trying, at least modestly,t0 reciprocate
the many invitations and kindnesses of their colleagues Who
outnumber them 50 to l.. has been far greater than estimates
suggested, and the available funds (including salaries and
loans) will carry them only until mid-March. The prospect
is for even greater personal debt and one would guess a
tarnish on the surface of the whole experience. Which one of
their compatriots in ston or any other orchestra is likely
to volteer for the exchange next season owin what before
ould only be feared?

The two Americans have been discreet about their problems
and as a result neither their true position nor the extent of
the service to the exchange is known to the Japanese. They
ppea!ed to the State Department through the American Embassy

here but are at this writing without indication that help in
any form is forthcoming. To some degree, musicians seem to be
resigned to subsidizing their field but how far should they go?
How far should they be allowed to go? In whose interest is the
exchange? What value is to be placed on it? Who is to support
it so that it becomes a source of satisfaction to all instead
of a personal sacrifice for a few?

These questions are important to the immediate c@mfort of
the Karol and Kapuscinski amilies and crucial to the prospects
or continuing the program, It might be suggested that the.
responsibility lles with the Japanese governmen or orchestras
since they have apparent need; but the American government
finds "cultural exchange" on the glamorous scale (not to
mention amateur athletics) a worthwhile investment, Performing
gro=ps large and small are regularly dispatched abroad in
return or oreign ballet cmpanies orchestras soloists, and
the llke. These maneuverings are enormously expensive and of
comparatively little lasting human value. They are grand
adertlsements, The sort of program that Mr Zazofsky conceived
and Messrs,. Kapuscinsi and Karol have made a reality would
ost far less and provide more substantial returns,. There i
eeraln!y a need for exehange at the level of the basic ultural
unions., the family particularly where cooperativ.e atiFlty is
Inv.lved ere. at least, some of the artlfielalitie and
p@sturlng seemingly inseparable from the high stakes of
inernational diplmay., an business can be avoided, There
.may be other ways, but this one has already proven itself,
ne hopes t will somehow prosper.

One of the most intriguing aspects of the program described
here is s.omething which occurred to me while trying to assess.!
4ts tangible merts. The element of personal satisfa@tion
wa@ eide ht one cannot dwell o’ng on something so
dlffcult to capture in words More: eplicitly, there is an
mpo.rtant distinction between the teacher and the praition.e.r.
Here s an instance in which one can ontrast two roles





the mentor and the calleae -as vehicles, for the
intillation of knowledge and self respeot.. Pot all
Japanese musicians t interest in technical skills,,, informa%.ion
and example the exchane"s impact at the personal, human
level has been profound. This is the foremost point. When
so many of the world"s emerin problems are, certain t-o fall
in the delicate area of knowledge transmission between the
"have s’’ and the "have-nots" we should take careful note
of such procedures learning what would seem to be a clear
lesson..

Sincerely yours

Refer Reynolds

Recelved in New York February 27, 1967.


